
JOENSUUN HEILI MANUAL
Game contains:
1 instructions manual
1 box
1 gameboard
1 dice
4 player pawns
44 ATM cards
4 speakeasy cardboard pieces: 1 jazz badger, 3 blank pieces
40 cardboard pieces: 1 Heili, 1 Günter, 5 Blondes, 5 Angry Housewifes, 5 
Father-in-Laws, 5 Inkeris, 8 Brewing docs, 10 blank pieces
30 bills: 20 pcs of 10€, 10 pcs of 20€

The main objective of the game is to find Heili or Günter and take either 
one of them
back to your starting point by exploring the city of Joensuu.back to your starting point by exploring the city of Joensuu.

Set up
Mix the four speakeasy cardboard pieces with the beer barrel side 
upwards and place them on the black circles of the gameboard.
At the start of the game pick which token you want to play with: 
Heili or Günter.

Whichever you choose stays in the game, the other one goes back to the Whichever you choose stays in the game, the other one goes back to the 
box. You need to mix Heili or Günter with the rest of the tokens and place 
them on the crimson circles on the board, crown cap side upwards. Im-
portant: some of the crimson circles hold two
(Roihu/BarPlay, Sointula/Trattoria Otto), 
three (Kimmel, Mikko/Kielo/Local Bistro) or five tokens (Bepop 
street/Rosso/Vispiläkauppa/Torero/S-Market). Tokens are piled on top of 
each other on those circles.

There are two starting points marked with a big green circles: the railway 
station and the university. Every player chooses a pawn and places it on 
one of them. Also, each player gets 30€ in cash and an ATM-card.

Starting the game
The player who had most recently hiccups starts the game. You can also 
choose a starting player by throwing the dice, especially when playing mul-
tiple rounds. Rounds go clockwise.

Moving on the board
On their turn, each player throws the dice and moves the given number of 
steps along the routes. If you reach a place where there is a token, you have 
three options: to continue, to open the token by buying it or to try winning the 
token by throwing the dice. Either of these options will end your turn. More 
than one player can occupy the same point or location in the game.

YYou can take a kayak ride on the river. Travelling against the stream, die is 
demoted in half. Odd numbers are rounded down. Moving from land to water 
or vice versa you can continue moving without stopping, if there is any mo-
vement left.

Opening the tokens
When stopped on a location, the player can open its tokens by paying 10€ 
or getting 5 or 6 with dice. After a failed dice throw, during the next round the 
player can skip the movement and try the dice again or pay. Another player 
can go to an occupied location and open the token if it is unopened.
From those locations that hold more than one token, one player can open 
only one token. Players must go out from the location and return to open 
another token from the same location.

Separate locations/ Separate locations/ Taxi
On the gameboard there are three separate locations, where you can get 
only by taxi or a lift by Inkeri: Honkavuori brewery, Prisma and Eväskontti. 
The places from where you can get a taxi are marked on the gameboard and 
the player needs to pay 20€ for the ride.
TTaxi and Inkeri also bring you back to the closest location from your separate 
location (even if it is already opened), without any further cost. When you 
use a taxi or Inkeris lift, you'll move your pawn to the chosen separate locati-
on immediately, you cannot move but you can open another token at that 
turn. Returning from a separate location takes your entire turn.
If you get Inkeris lift from a separate location, you do not lose your next turn 
on return. When all the tokens from the gameboard are opened, except 
speakeasies and separate locations, taxi rides will become free.

Encounters 
Heili / Günter Search is over. Purpose achieved. Take her or him 
back to your starting point to win the game.

Brewing docBrewing doc ‒ ”Can you spare a moment to enjoy a good beer?” 
After someone finds Heili or Günter, take the doc back to the brewery 
before they reach the starting point to win the game. Before Heili or 
Günter is found, docs are as good as nothing.

Empty ‒ nothing

Jazz badgerJazz badger (speakeasy) ‒ You found the speakeasy. You can open 
any disc from thegame board and receive a 20€ reward. Remove the 
rest of the speakeasy cardboard pieces from the gameboard.

Angry housewife ‒ You encounter an angry housewife armed with a 
rolling pin, demanding her husband's whereabouts. Throw the dice.
Count 1-4Count 1-4: You barely dodge the rolling pin, so continue your search 
immediately. Throw a dice and move (cannot open a location again 
after this movement). Count 5-6: Rolling pin is quicker than you, re-
covery takes one turn. You lose your next round.

Blonde ‒ You see a catlike blonde, she winks at you and you ima-
gine hearing quiet purring. Throw a dice. Count 1-4: Time flies and 
for a minute you forget all about your search. You also lose half of 
your money (rounded down). Count 5-6: Time really leaps. You lose 
all your money (if you don't have any, you'll lose your ATM-card) and 
your recovery takes one turn. You lose your next round.

Inkeri - You meet your friend Inkeri. Throw the dice.
Count 1-4: Inkeri appreciates your search and transfers some money 
to your bank account. If you have already used your ATM-card, you 
get it back. If the ATM-card is unused, you get 20€ cash.
Count 5-6: Inkeri gives you a lift. It works like a taxi, you get another 
opening attempt,but no moving.

Father-in-law - Towards you comes the father-in-law. Throw a dice.
Count 1-4: He pays his debt. Receive 20€.
Count 5-6Count 5-6: He needs a quick loan. You lend him 20€. If you have 
only 10€, that'll do. If you have nothing then you don't give anything.

ATM
Every player has a chance to go for an ATM. Using the ATM ends your turn 
and for this you have to throw the dice again:
1=10€, 2=20€, 3=30€, 4=40€, 5=50€, 6=nothing
All that money comes at once. Once you are using an ATM, you'll lose the 
card.

Speakeasies (Barrel top)Speakeasies (Barrel top)
On the board there are 4 speakeasy cardboard pieces of which 3 are blank. 
By finding the real speakeasy, you get 20€ reward and you can also open 
any location from the map, even if it is occupied by another player. Speakea-
sy cardboard pieces are opened like regular tokens with dice or money. 

The first player who reaches Jokiasema gets 30€.

Finding Heili
The player who finds Heili has to take her to the player's own starting point. 
If someone finds a brewing doc after Heili is found, and takes him back to 
the brewery, that player is the winner. In basic rules, at this point, the 
brewing doc pays the cab to the brewery.

Game mode with both of the winning tokens: Heili and Günter
If the players can't agree on who should be seeked, Heili or GünteIf the players can't agree on who should be seeked, Heili or Günter, you can 
play the game with both of them. Recommended only for experienced 
players. 
When starting the game, each player has to announce which one he/she is 
looking for. In the set up, you take one of the Brewing doc discs out instead 
of Heili or Günter. 
If the player is searching for GünteIf the player is searching for Günter, but finds Heili instead, the search conti-
nues. Heili token will travel with that player wherever he/she goes. When a 
player finally finds the Günter, Heili token which travelled along will be 
placed to the location where Günter was found. Other players must open 
this token normally with dice or money, even if they know what is there. If 
Günter is found, those who search for Heili, can win either by finding Heili or 
the brewing doc. When a player is carrying the wrong Heili or Günter token, 
it can be snatched from her/himfollowingly; go to the same same location it can be snatched from her/himfollowingly; go to the same same location 
(street is not accepted) and throw 5 or 6 with dice. Brewing docs can't help 
you win the game until someone finds the real Heili or Günter they are loo-
king for. In this game form you have to pay the cab to take a brewing doc to 
the brewery. Good luck!


